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Introduction 

 
 

 

When in October 1994, Valentines of Dundee finally closed its doors for business, it was a tragic 

loss, not only to the City of Dundee, but to Scotland as a whole.  Internationally renowned as 

manufacturers of high quality pictorial and greetings cards, the firm had successfully traded for 

more than one and a half centuries.  Shortly afterwards, the Valentine business was totally 

absorbed into that of Hallmark Cards of Henley-on-Thames. 

 

The work that follows covers the history of the Valentine business up to the end of the First 

World War in 1918.  It first came to my notice in 1995 while researching information for my 

Directory of the Lithographic Printers of Scotland 1820–1870 
1.  In response to my enquiry as to 

whether they held any of Valentine’s archival material that might reveal their degree of 

involvement in the lithographic process, Hallmark Cards kindly provided me with a photocopy of 

History of Valentines written by J. Harben Valentine (1872–1949), great-grandson of the founder 

John Valentine.  It appears as an unfinished, unpublished and undated work. 

 

In the very first line of his history Harben Valentine states quite clearly that ‘Our firm has now 

been established for fully 114 years.’  Unfortunately, he is less precise as to the actual year of 

establishment, merely saying that it followed John Valentine’s involvement in a Linen 

Manufacturing business ‘which had prospered, I think, until about 1825’ when he was rendered 

bankrupt 2 by the failure of a friend to meet a sizeable bill which Valentine had guaranteed. 

 

Following the bankruptcy, John Valentine and his son James set up as engravers of wood blocks 

for the linen trade.  In the ensuing years, James, who had previously trained as an artist, extended 

his talents to embrace engraving on copper and steel. 

 

Independent research into the early years of the business has failed to trace listings either for John 

or James Valentine in any Dundee Directory prior to 1834, perhaps suggesting that John 

Valentine’s earlier activities were located outside the City of Dundee environments.  The 

involvement of John Valentine & Son in the paper printing industry started in 1834 when they 

were first listed in the Dundee Directory of 1834/35 as Engravers and Copperplate Printers, 

Narrow of Murraygate, Dundee. 

 

Taking advantage of a move to 4 Overgate in 1837, they expanded their activities to embrace 

lithography.  In 1840, father and son decided to operate independently.  Thereafter, John 

Valentine traded under his own name, continuing the wood stamp cutting and lithographic 

business in new premises at 131 Murraygate.  However, following changes of address to 152 

Murraygate in 1846, and 78 Murraygate in 1850, he decided to concentrate on stamp cutting, and 

his lithographic business was taken over by James.  John later emigrated to California.   



Following the end of the partnership with his father, James Valentine started business as an 

engraver, letterpress printer and stationer at 98 Murraygate.  From 1845 he was listed at 100 

Murraygate.  Although curtailed because of his father’s bankruptcy, his early artistic training 

proved invaluable, and he became a talented steel engraver as may be seen from examples of his 

work held in the Central Library, Dundee.  The firm is also known, from an advertisement, to 

have produced a View of Dundee.  Sadly, no copy of this print has been traced.   

 

In 1850, James took over the lithographic section of his father’s business.  He re-located to 23 

High Street in 1858, and again, in 1878, to 154 Perth Road.  On 19th June 1879, James Valentine 

died, and from that year onwards the business was listed as James Valentine & Son.  There is 

little doubt that the subsequent success of the business stemmed from the very considerable 

enterprise and talent of James Valentine. 

 

Although the work is undated, Harben Valentine’s reference to the firm having been established 

‘for fully 114 years’ appears to have been calculated from 1825, when the firm started supplying 

wood blocks to the linen industry.  This suggests that Harben commenced writing his history in 

1940. It is sad that, for whatever reason, it was never completed.  It would appear just a 

coincidence that when Harben Valentine died on 13th March 1949, it was also ‘fully 114 years’ 

after the firm’s first entry in the Dundee Directory of 1834/5 as Engravers and Copperplate 

Printers. 

 

Arising from my concern that Harben Valentine’s History of Valentines should be readily 

available to those having a specialised interest in the history of printing and pictorial cards, 

copies of this work have been reproduced by kind permission of Hallmark Cards and Mr Andrew 

L. M. Valentine for circulation to the following institutions: – The National Library of Scotland, 

The Mitchell Library, Glasgow; The Local Studies Department of the Central Library, Dundee; 

Scottish Printing Archival Trust; The British Library; St Bride Printing Library, London; The 

Bodleian Library, Oxford; and to The Special Collections Department of St Andrew’s University 

where Valentine’s photographic archives and other records are now held. 

 

Notes   
1 

Directory of the Lithographic Printers of Scotland 1820–1870 (Edinburgh Bibliographical  

 Society & Oak Knoll Press in association with the National Library of Scotland, due late 1999,  

 ISBN 1 872116 29 9 (UK) and ISBN 1 884718 85 X (USA).
  

 

2 
No record of John Valentine’s c.1825 bankruptcy has been found in the Index of Sequestrations  

 held in the Special Collections Department of Glasgow University. 
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History of Valentines 
 

 

Our firm has now been established for fully 114 years, and the Valentine Family 

have been settled in Dundee since 1750.  David Valentine, the son of a Farmer in 

the Mearns came to Dundee and eventually prospered as a Maltster.  My 

Grandfather who was very interested in the older History of the Family, traced 

their origin to the Valentines of Thornton Castle, which was granted to the original 

Valentine by Robert the Bruce, but passed by a Daughter to the Strachan Family 

when Sir Robert Valentine and all his five sons were killed at the Battle of Harlow 

[sic].  From that time up to 1750 when David Valentine came to Dundee, the 

family held Farms on or near the lands of Thornton.  David Valentine had a son 

named John, and his Father started him in Business as a Linen Manufacturer.  This 

business seems to have prospered up to the time, I think, about 1825, when a 

Trade crisis following the Napoleonic Wars was experienced.  At that time John 

Valentine backed a bill for a Friend, another Linen Manufacturer, for a 

considerable sum; shortly afterwards the Friend became insolvent and involved 

John Valentine also in Bankruptcy.  From this point the connection of the Family 

with the present Printing business begins. 

 

My Great Grandfather – John Valentine having lost his Linen business, turned his 

attention to making the engraved wooden blocks used for printing on linen.  His 

Son James, my Grandfather, prior to his Father’s insolvency had been training in 

Edinburgh as a Portrait Painter, and was called back to Dundee to assist his Father 

in the Engraved Wood Block business.  There is very little data in regard to the 

activities of John Valentine, beyond the fact that his sociable qualities seem to 

have been greater than his Business ones, and he eventually emigrated to 

California, leaving his Son James to conduct the business.  It seems that he with 

his training as an Artist, was not content with the production of Engraved Wooden 

blocks for printing on Linen, but had aspirations to become an Engraver on Steel 



which he fulfilled with some success, engraving and Publishing such steel 

engravings as the Town Churches, Dundee, the only one, unfortunately, of which 

we possess a copy – and also a series of Pictorial Envelopes between 1840 and 

1845 which had considerable popularity at the time, and are now valued by 

Collectors. 

 

My Grandfather was a deeply religious man, and as well took an active part in 

forwarding matters of social progress, in which he took a keen and active interest, 

such as the abolition of Slavery and of War, and the institution of universal Penny 

Postage.  His Series of Pictorial Envelopes were designed as propaganda to further 

these causes.  His interest in the question of universal Penny Postage was no doubt 

inspired by his Friendship with Chalmers – a Dundee man – the inventor of the 

Postage Stamp. 

 

He was a far-seeing Man, well abreast of his times, and the fact that he did not 

advance his own fortunes more than he did, was possibly due to the time and 

energy devoted to the various Social Causes into which he threw himself with 

heart and soul.  He displayed initiative and energy in following up his Trade as an 

Engraver and was one of the first to take up Lithography, then in its infancy – 

adding this to his other activities.  The only specimen we have of his work as a 

Lithographer is the Title page of a book published by a Dundee Bookseller.  

Copies of several of the Pictorial Envelopes we fortunately possess.    

 

While engaged in his Engraving and Printing work, he followed with interest the 

development of the invention of Photography, and the possibilities it opened up as 

compared with the laborious art of engraving.  Shortly after its discovery, I think 

about 1838, he went to Paris to study the new process, and on his return started a 

Studio for making Photographic Portraits in Dundee, probably one of the first of 

its kind in this country.  He also appreciated the future which lay before the new 

art in replacing the Steel Engravings he had printed and published of well known 

Scenes by the simpler method of photography, and started what was to become the 

series of Local Views under the initials ‘J.V.’, which ultimately earned a 

worldwide reputation. 

 

So far as my knowledge goes, the first development of these was in the form of 

Stereoscopic Views, and these held the field until after 1870.  His eldest Son, 

William D. Valentine, after receiving a training in Chemistry at University 

College, London, joined his father in the business about the year 1863, and 

brought a new outlook which had important bearings on the future of the business.  



Photography in these days was not the comparatively simple process we are 

accustomed to today, and photographs had to be taken under the very difficult 

conditions of wet plate photography.  A large and cumbersome camera had to be 

accompanied by a tent of black cloth, in which the plates could be coated and then 

developed after exposure. 

 

Along with these handicaps went many others, notably those induced by 

unsuitable conditions of wind and weather, and the long exposures necessitated by 

wet plate photography.  Under these circumstances, Landscape Photography in 

these days became an Art in which only a few excelled, and my Father, W.D. 

Valentine, became one of its leading exponents, along with Wilson of Aberdeen in 

Scotland, and Frith and Poulton in England.  Some of the Photographs are still in 

our range, and are unexcelled by those taken under modern conditions. 

 

My Father was the real Founder of the Photographic Print Business which 

replaced the Stereoscopic Views, and by his artistic and technical skill built up a 

stronghold in this trade in Scotland, and after training a skilled Staff of Helpers, 

widened the scope of the business to include England and the rest of the British 

Isles.  Having won this position largely by his own supremacy as a Photographic 

Landscape Artist, he had now to devote himself to the organizing of the Printing 

and Production side, to meet the large demands that followed.  In this he was 

helped by his Brother, George Valentine, who on the death of James Valentine in 

1879 became a Partner in the business with my Father, but shortly afterwards sold 

out his share in the Firm to my Father, and emigrated to New Zealand, on account 

of his health. 

 

The business by that time had become a very profitable one, and remained so for a 

few years, but in face of growing competition.  ‘The main trade consisted in the 

sale of Local View Scraps, as they were termed, Photographic View Prints on 

albuminized paper sold in two sizes – Imperial Size 12 x 8, retailing at 2/- each, 

and Cabinet size 8 x 6, retailing at 1/- each, and these were bought and collected 

by Tourists throughout the country, in the same way that much later they bought 

and collected Pictorial Post Cards.  Costs of material and labour were low, relative 

to the price these prints retailed at, and for some time the business was a very 

profitable one.  This, however led to increasing competition which, when I joined 

the business in 1886, was becoming intense.  About this time developments took 

place in the Local View Trade in the form of various forms of Mounted and 

Framed Photographs, the most popular to begin with being Medallions – oval 

photographs mounted on oval glass and framed in oval brass frames, and Glass 



Panels – Photographs mounted on bevelled glass with gilt edges; these for several 

years had a very considerable vogue. 

 

This was followed later by further developments in the form of Framed lines, and 

later further big developments in the form of gilt-edged Glass Panels mounted on 

to plush mounts, in which an enormous business was done: the demand for the 

Photographic Scraps which had been so profitable at one time, still continued in 

the better class Tourist Resorts, but in a gradually diminishing quantity, and 

although the sales of the Firm expanded largely, the profits did not expand in ratio, 

as the various forms of Mounted goods did not yield the big margin of profit 

obtained on the sale of Photographic Prints.  The various forms of Mounted goods 

appealed, however, to the evergrowing new class of Tourists and Trippers, 

provided from the Middle Class and Workers who, under the industrial boom, 

were going further and further afield for their holidays, and brought home and 

adorned their homes – as Souvenirs of their travels – with Plush Mounted 

Photographs, and other forms of Mounted Views, along with the China Cups and 

Saucers – and other China articles – bearing the Coat of Arms of the places 

visited. 

 

To begin with, my Father confined himself to Publishing and Selling the prints 

only, and appointed the Firm of Burns Crawford of Glasgow as his sole Agent for 

supplying the trade with the various forms of Mounted Goods.  As Bailie 

Crawford was an intimate Friend of his, I had some difficulty in persuading my 

Father to amend this arrangement, but the results soon justified this in his eyes; 

and a building was erected above where our present Office stands for manufacture 

of Frames, and the rooms above our present Board Room were used for mounting 

Glass Panels, and where required, fixing them to various forms of Plush Frames.  

This trade grew to such an extent that we did a large and growing trade with Mr. 

D. A. P. Anderson of Edinburgh, who was our principal Supplier of Plush and 

other mounts, and eventually my Father came to an arrangement with him to 

purchase his business, by giving Mr. Anderson shares in our business, in 

settlement of the Purchase price.  Eventually this was followed by the erection 

about 1899 of the Montgomery Street factory, to cope with the continued growth 

of trade. 

 

Another important feature of the business was in the form of Albums of 

photographs of the various Tourist Resorts; these had a large sale or [sic; in error 

for at?] 5 Guineas down to 2 Guineas each, and latterly at more popular prices 

down to as low as 5/- each. 



 

During the 1890s my Father detailed one of his expert Photographers to make a 

series of Views of Norway.  He lived there for several years with very successful 

results, and in the winter acted as Salesman for the Firm there.  A large and 

successful business resulted, which was killed in the early years of the century by 

a Prohibitive Tariff.  I can remember a very large business being done there, not 

only in prints, but in Albums of Views representing the various popular towns in 

that country.  Other places dealt with in this way were New Zealand and the West 

Indies, but these although successful to start with, only lasted for a few years, and 

then had to be discontinued.  It is sufficient, however, to indicate the enterprise 

and initiative shown by my Father, at the same time that he was organising the 

Firm’s position in the Home Market, which eventually gained it the leading 

position in this Country as Local View Publishers. 

 

In this Trade my Father was supremely capable.  He was himself a Master 

Craftsman, and as such, was looked up to and respected by all his Staff of 

Assistants, which, until the business was revolutionised by the introduction of 

mechanical printing methods, numbered between 30 and 50 people.  He was 

outwardly stern in his manner, and exacted close obedience from everyone, but 

was strictly just and honourable in all his dealings; and secured willing obedience 

along with the respect of all his Employees.  So far as I can recall, Remuneration 

was low up to the beginning of the present century; the highest ranging from a 

maximum of £3 a week to Managers – to £2.10.0 to Photographic Operators and 

Travellers, down to 8/- to 12/- to the Female Staff.  The cost of Living at that time 

was probably proportionately low; between 1890 and 1900 the Overturn of the 

Firm was in the region of £30,000 per annum. 

 

The foregoing Review deals with the Firm’s activities as I can remember them 

from the year 1886, when I joined the Firm, up to the year 1900.  During that 

period my Father had built up the leading business in this Country in Local View 

Publishing, wholly based on Hand Printed Photographic Prints, with the addition 

in late years, of a considerable and growing trade in these Mounted and Framed in 

many forms. 

 

Joining the Firm in 1886, I received a training in the technical side of the business, 

and was made a Director at the age of 17, largely on account of my Father’s health 

requiring him to spend the Winters abroad, and to enable him to leave me in 

charge. 

 



About that time the first signs of coming changes which were eventually to 

revolutionise the business began to become apparent, in the form of various 

methods of reproducing Photographs by mechanical means.  The first to become 

actively competitive was the Collotype process, developed first of all in Germany, 

and sold in this country in the form of Photographic Prints and View Albums 

containing 12 Local Views retailing at 1/- each.  This was followed a little later by 

the Halftone Block, and later by Coloured Prints of Local View Photographs, 

printed by a secret Photo Litho Process by the Photochrom Co. of Zurich.  These 

were excellent Reproductions, and proved very popular when introduced into this 

country, so much so as to form a direct threat to our business in Photographic 

Prints. 

 

In the years 1890–1900 there were only distant threats and our business was not 

seriously affected.  I was, however, convinced that the future lay with these 

mechanical forms of reproduction, and with my Father’s sanction we secured the 

services of a German Collotype Plate Maker and Printer, and installed our first 

printing machine about 1890.  He proved to be a fraud, and after a year’s trial was 

unable to produce any saleable results, and my Father who was not sympathetic to 

this development which threatened the trade he had built up in Hand Printed 

Photographs wished to close down the experiment.  I, however, pressed him to be 

allowed to continue, and eventually secured his permission.  The Collotype 

Process was then in its infancy: a temperamental one at its best it was full of 

baffling difficulties.  I was fortunate in getting an Englishman who had some 

experience of it, to replace the German, and after long and trying experiences, we 

began to turn out saleable results, and managed to get a small Staff of Printers 

trained in to Collotype printing, adding two or three extra printing machines.  

These along with the Plate Making were housed in the basements of the Glass 

Houses which then covered our Perth Road premises, for the purpose of exposing 

the Hand Printed Photographs. 

 

Our first productions by the Collotype Process were in the form of View Books, 

containing 12 Views of a place, and packets containing 12 prints about 8 x 6, both 

of these retailed at 1/- each, and met with a ready sale.  The View Book sheets 

after printing were sent to Edinburgh to be bound. 

 

The growth of this trade in Souvenir View Books and other mechanically printed 

lines fully justified the hopes I had formed when pressing forward their 

development and I took a further step which, in the end, affected the future of the 

Firm more than any other.  We were meeting increasing competition from the 



coloured Local View Prints printed and published by the Photochrom Co. of 

Zurich, and they began to cover the leading Tourist Resorts with growing 

detriment to the sales of our Photographic Print trade, from 1895 onwards, and I 

felt that unless we could counter this, we would eventually be beaten out of this 

trade.  I formed the ambition of starting colour printing by Photo Lithography, to 

attempt to compete with the Swiss Firm, and with great difficulty secured my 

Father’s consent to lay down a Lithographic machine.  The first idea was to use 

Collotype printing as the basis, and superimpose Lithographic colours on top.  I 

was fortunate in securing as Assistants Henry P. Robbie, a Lithographic Artist, 

who eventually played a major part in helping me to develop the business 

generally, and in later years was made a Director, and John B. Hay, a very capable 

young Printer, just out of his Apprenticeship with Maclagan & Cumming, 

Edinburgh, and both played an important part in helping me to reach the success 

we achieved, Hay eventually becoming our Works Manager. 

 

I did not realise when starting this experiment the measure of the difficulties 

confronting us.  What we aimed to achieve without any experience of lithography 

was far ahead of lithographic experience or practice in this country.  Long before 

Photo Litho work had been developed, halftones in colour work were then entirely 

achieved by either Hand or mechanical stipple, and even the finest Hand stipple 

was too coarse in comparison with the Swiss prints, which were printed by Photo 

Litho in the almost grainless Bitumen process. 

 

Meantime our Collotype Printing Department continued to develop to the point 

that there was no further room to house it in our Perth Road premises, and we 

bought an old jute Mill at Westfield in 1896, and transferred the work to it.  

Originally a single flat, we added a three storey brick building on the south side, to 

deal with the growing trade in Mounted and Framed View Souvenir goods, while a 

small double storey erection on the North side was used to install Guillotines, 

Case-making machinery and Gold Blocking presses, to enable us to do our own 

binding of the Local View Books, which we originally sent to Edinburgh to be 

bound, but which now had grown into such a large Trade, that we felt it would be 

more economic to do the work ourselves and also save the delays and extra 

carriage caused by having to send the work to Edinburgh. 

 

The strain of responsibility for these developments at the early age of 17 to 20 told 

on my health and my Father sent me on a voyage round the world. 

 



On my return, we redoubled our efforts to master the colour printing process, and 

obtained some success, with collotype as the basis print and the Bitumen process 

for superimposing the colours, but I had to bear the strain for a year or two that we 

were losing hundreds a year on the experiment, and our results were still not 

competitive with the work of the Zurich firm.  It was only in 1899 that we 

discovered how to achieve this, and were able to print the whole picture by the 

grainless Bitumen process.  No sooner had we reached this point than a new era 

opened up for our trade. 

 

The Picture Post Card had arrived in the middle 90s, but was restricted to the old 

court size, and the back was restricted entirely to the address.  The front, the 

pictorial part had, therefore, to make room for communications.  I ordered the first 

Postcards we issued from a Firm in Hamburg: these were crudely printed in 

colour.  We also printed a few places on platens from Halftone blocks, which were 

then in process of development.  These had a slow sale, but then the Postal 

Authorities decided to alter the regulations and changed the size from the old court 

size to the present one, and allowed half the back to be used for correspondence, 

leaving the front entirely free for pictorial matter.  The effect was miraculous, and 

the Picture Postcard boom started; meeting with instantaneous success, it grew 

with giant strides. 

 

As the only Collotype Printers in this country, we were in a position to take 

immediate advantage of its suitability for producing Local View Postcards, and 

machine after machine had to be added to meet the demand, until we had over 20 

machines engaged on this work.  But the most important development arose out of 

our efforts to discover the Bitumen Photo Litho process of the Photochrom Co. of 

Zurich.  We had no sooner mastered this than the Postcard boom started, and we 

discovered that by combining the use of Halftone blocks to supply the detail basis, 

with what we had learnt of the Bitumen colour process to supply the colour values, 

we had the perfect method for the cheap reproduction of Colour View Postcards, 

and scrapping all further work on the Photochrom process proper, threw ourselves 

into new development which, in the end, gained us a supreme position in the new 

and growing Postcard trade. 

 

This process combined a high quality of colour reproduction, with the outstanding 

advantage compared with our other Competitors – then mainly German – that the 

individual Zinc Plates could be stored and retransferred as reprints, whereas our 

Competitors working from original Litho Stones, had to re-draw all the colour 

work in the case of a reprint.  This secured us a controlling position in this trade 



from 1900 up to 1909, when the German Printers in combination set out to destroy 

us, and would have succeeded, if war had not broken out in 1914.  But meantime 

from 1900 onwards a period of success and rapid expansion lay before the Firm.  

To accommodate the large number of Litho and Letterpress machines, in addition 

to the growing Collotype Printing Department, necessitated by the continued 

expansion of our trade, we found it necessary to rebuild the factory at Westfield, 

and in 1903 the present East section was built.  While rebuilding, the ground floor 

was covered with a temporary roof and work continued there till the new building 

was completed. 

 

During this period my principal Assistants were my younger brother Alastair F. 

Valentine, Mr. H. P. Robbie, as General Manager, and as Printing Manager John 

B. Hay.  My Brother shortly after joining the firm prior to 1900, went to the South 

African War, in charge of a detachment of Volunteers from the City Battalion of 

the Black Watch, and fought through the Boer War, returning about 1903, when I 

received valuable support from him in developing the business.  In 1904 we were 

fortunate to secure the service of Mr. William Cuthill, as Secretary of the 

Company. 

 

Above all we had the wise guidance of my Father until his death in 1908.  He had 

left the development of the new business based on mechanical reproduction in my 

hands, and devoted himself to the financial side, and the supervision of the now 

dwindling remnant of his original business, but in particular the guidance of our 

Photographic Operating [sic], which although now applied to the Local View 

Postcard Trade, remained as vital an element in the business as ever.  Although the 

Postcard Trade was slowly killing the original business, especially in Photographic 

Prints, we still continued to do a large business in Local View Souvenir Goods 

through our Factory in Edinburgh, under the able direction of Mr. D. A. P. 

Anderson, and continued to do so until the outbreak of War in 1914.  This Trade 

then practically died out and we sold the Business of ‘Anderson’s Edinburgh’ back 

to Mr. Anderson, to be continued as a Fancy Goods Factory, Mr. Anderson 

remaining on our Board as a Director. 

 

Before touching on the development of the early Publishing and Selling side of the 

business, I will complete the picture of the Factory development, following the 

rebuilding of Westfield Factory in 1903.  Only three years later business 

developments, especially those connected with our Canadian and American Trade 

demanded a further extension of Factory space, and in 1906 the ground to the 

West of our Westfield Factory was acquired, and a further extension of our 



Westfield Factory erected on it forming the present West Section of that Factory.  

Several Flats of the East Building were gradually filled with Lithographic and 

Letterpress Machines, to meet the constantly increasing demand for Colour 

Postcards, and the West Building was used for Cutting, Collecting and Despatch, 

along with the Bookbinding Machinery required for Local View Books, and also 

our growing trade in Children’s Toy Books and Xmas Cards.  One whole flat was 

devoted to finishing Postcards with the gelatine glazed finish.  In the East Building 

the top flats were occupied by the big staff of Lithographic Artists required for our 

Colour Postcard work, and as we latterly decided to take the Halftone blocks we 

were using in such large quantity for this same purpose, at the height of this 

expansion, we had to find room for a Staff of between 30 and 40 Artists and 

Blockmakers.  In all, just prior to the outbreak of war in 1914, we were giving 

employment to about 1,000 people, including the 200 employed in our Edinburgh 

Factory.  Our original Perth Road premises continued to be used for Office and 

Warehouse purposes, and also for the production of Real Photo Postcards, which 

were produced there in large quantity by Hand Printing and Hypo Alum Toning.  

During the period of expansion, our sales rose to over £100,000 per annum, and 

the profits of the Firm from £2,500 prior to 1900, up to over £10,000 per annum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------



 

 

 

 

Development of the Publishing and Selling 

Organization of the Business 
 

 

As far as the original Local View Business was concerned, the Publishing 

arrangements based on Hand Printed Photographs were simple.  A few copies of 

each view on our Register were kept in individual stock envelopes for immediate 

orders, and the bulk printed in accordance with orders received.  The original 

Sales Staff as far as I can recall was confined to two Travellers, one in our Office 

in London, covering England, the other covering Scotland.  This was gradually 

extended, by utilising the Services of one or two of our Landscape Operators in 

the winter months, to book orders in the territory they operated in Summer, – 

Devonshire was the first, I think, followed by Ireland and by Norway.  With the 

extension of Trade caused by the introduction of Framed and Mounted 

Photographs, one or two further Travellers were added to the Staff, but it was only 

with the rapid growth of the Postcard Trade at the end of the century, that the 

division of the Country into Territories, pretty much as operating at present, 

became necessary, and the Travelling Staff was largely increased. 

 

The Postcard Trade to start with was done without any stock being held, and only    

orders for complete editions were accepted; these were freely secured in 1000 

editions in Collotype and 5000 editions of Colour.  To begin with both Collotype 

and Colour sold readily at 56/- per 1000 cards: they were generally sold, as at 

present, in packets of 12 Cards.  I can recall the pleasant surprise we got over the 

rapid sale of our first Colour Packets, Edinburgh and Newcastle, think, where in 

each we sold 3 editions of 5,000 in the first year.  For the first year or two demand 

exceeded supply, and the original very profitable prices were maintained, but after 

that, competition forced reduction in prices. 

 

We were the only British Firm during these years who were able to print Postcards 

in Monotone or Colour but the trade had developed on a huge scale in Germany, 

and the German Printers began to aim at controlling the Postcard Trade of the 

World.  So far as Great Britain was concerned, we were fortunately able to 

frustrate this up to about 1910, although their competition particularly in 



Collotype Postcards became increasingly intense and led to continued price 

cutting. 

 

In these days their principal Agents in getting a footing in this country were the 

various German Jew Firms who entered this trade, particularly the Firm of Raphael 

Tuck, who were the most active Agents in importing Postcards, as they already 

were in Xmas Cards.  We, however had the whip hand to start with, through our 

unrivalled collection of Local View Negatives, and our more rapid delivery 

through production in this country, compared with the time it then took to obtain 

deliveries from Germany. 

 

After a year or two, however, the position began to change in face of the flood of 

German imports, sponsored by the German Jew Importing Firms, and prices began 

to fall.  Collotype Cards which to begin with were sold at 56/- per 1,000, to retail 

at a 1d. each, were focused down to the basis of halfpenny cards – (eventually 

Customers able to buy editions of 1,000 each, by 1909, were being quoted 10/- per 

1,000 by the German Printers). 

 

During this period, from 1902 onwards, the first Publishing steps of the Firm were 

taken.  In the larger Places instead of relying on Printing orders, we began to stock 

editions, and supply our customers in small quantities as required.  Collotype 

Cards in packets of 12 were sold at 4/- per doz. packets, and Colour Cards at 8/- 

per doz. packets.  This proved a useful check on the German Imports, and we 

eventually extended the system of stocking throughout the principal Centres in the 

Country.  The Germans, however started to cut into the prices of Coloured 

Postcards, and brought their prices down to between 30/- and 40/- per 1000.  As 

by that time we had laid down colour cards of all the most important places we 

took a step, the second big step in our Publishing History, and recognizing that the 

first cost was not the Real Cost where we were selling more Reprints than first 

editions, we took out a cost based on this, and started our Monster Packet of 

Coloured Cards, to retail at 6½d.  As the Germans had no method then of reprint 

owing to their working from Original Stones, this cleared the air so far as 

competition from German Colour Cards was concerned, for several years, as our 

selling price based on an average of reprints, fell below their selling price.  Later 

on, of course, they developed methods of cheaper production, but for several 

years, we retained the mastery through this step. 

 

The Publishing policy outlined above, brought with it many new problems in 

Warehousing and Selling.  At first stocks were held in our Perth Road premises, 



but as we gradually covered the whole country, these became congested, and we 

eventually solved this by opening Branch Offices, where the stocks were 

supervised under the direction of the Traveller for the District.  To deal with this 

we opened Branches in Plymouth, Birmingham, Manchester, York, Glasgow and 

Dublin, and enlarged our London Office.  During this period we added many new 

Travellers to our Travelling Staff, including Mr. Famer, and Mr. Brooks, who are 

still with us. 

 

I mentioned above that it was found necessary to expand the Factory in 1906, 

owing to the increasing demands for Postcards from Canada and America.  In 

1903 we sent a capable young Traveller, George Clark, to Canada to open a 

branch in Montreal.  This step was followed by immediate success, and a large 

overturn was quickly built up, partly on account of the large immigration then 

taking place, which lead to an extensive demand for Postcards, and partly because 

we were first in the field in catering for the Postcard Trade in Canada.  We were 

greatly helped by the support we got from the Canadian Pacific Railway, who 

valued the advertising value of the Picture Postcard, and gave us the free use of 

the magnificent series of Photographs created by their Advertising Department.  

Within a year or two we laid down stocks covering Canada from East to West, and 

opened Offices in Toronto and Winnipeg, in addition to the original Office in 

Montreal, employing several Travellers.  The amount of Postcards sold in Canada 

was very large; and when we decided to extend our operations in 1906 to the 

States, and opened an Office in New York our monthly shipment of Cards ran into 

millions.  To deal with our Canadian and American interests, a separate Company 

was formed in 1906 to operate them, called the Valentine & Sons Publishing Co., 

the shares of which were held mainly by the Directors of the Parent Co.  Our 

American business flourished from the start, and the Woolworth Co. who had 

supported us in our Canadian business, gave us equal support in extending our 

business in the States, taking a considerable portion of each new edition we laid 

down, and by the time, in 1910, I think when the prohibitive Kinlay [sic; in error 

for McKinlay] tariff was introduced, we had covered a large part of the Eastern 

States, and had every prospect of a large business before us, particularly as at a 

General Meeting of Woolworth Stores Managers, just prior to the tariff our cards 

had been voted as better than the German Cards, both in quality and price.  As 

things turned out, I had to visit New York, and close down our American Branch – 

disposing of our assets there to a New York firm of Printers, who paid us their 

Book Value, in return for our offer to teach them our method of producing our 

Photochrome Colour Postcards.  In the end this did them little good, as under the 

heavily protective tariff, the American Lithographic firms flooded the market with 



cheap cards of poor quality, and largely killed the Postcard trade in America, 

which had previously shown such promise of development 

 

At the time that this rapid expansion in our Postcard trade was taking place, many 

warnings were given that it was a temporary craze which would not last.  Time has 

falsified these fears, but at the time they appeared sufficiently real to me, and I 

made the first efforts to broaden the base of the business by expanding our lines of 

publication, based on our growing power and experience in Colour printing.  

Amongst our first efforts were Xmas Cards.  To begin with these consisted mainly 

of designs suitable for pasting in photographs and selling as Local View Xmas 

Cards, which had a fair, but limited sale.  The Xmas Card Trade was then a very 

large one, but almost entirely in the hands of Raphael Tuck and other importers of 

German Cards, and in Scotland well represented by the firm of Ritchie of 

Edinburgh, who covered Scotland and the North of England very thoroughly, 

carrying the ranges of Tuck and the other German Importing firms.  On the other 

hand we had all our experience of the trade to gain; particularly we had no contact 

at that time with the necessary Artist work.  Our first contact was with one or two 

Lady Artists of the Glasgow School of Art who produced me beautiful designs, 

but which proved too far in advance of the current demand.  Some Humorous 

Designs by Tom Browne, a well-known Artist at that time whose work we were 

selling well in Postcard form, met with greater success, but during the first year or 

two, we had a hard and bitter struggle to make any headway.  For one thing, we 

had no outlet to justify anything like the large editions the German Cards were 

produced in, and it was therefore difficult to compete in price.  It was extremely 

difficult for our Travellers in face of the complete ranges offered by Tuck, Ritchie, 

and others, to get our Customers interested in the very limited range we could 

offer.  We, however, got our first encouragement by the fact that our Canadian 

Office, free from the intense competition of the British market, was able to sell our 

cards freely, and on top of that, we designed special cards for the Canadian 

Market, which had a good sale.  This lead to following the same policy in this 

country; where we were unable to compete in the big trade, we developed a fair 

business on speciality lines for Wales, Ireland and Scotland, and gradually began 

to get experience and a foothold.  My Brother Alastair, took over the management 

of this Department and by the time war broke out in 1914 when he was called up 

to rejoin his Regiment, our Xmas Card trade had grown into quite a large 

department.  We had secured the services of the Head Designer from Messrs. 

Sharpe of Bradford shortly before, and issued our first Private Greeting Card book 

about 1912.  This proved very successful, and by the Autumn of 1914, we had 



expanded our issue of Books to 2,000, which, unfortunately, the outbreak of war 

left derelict on our hands. 

Another publishing venture we entered into simultaneously with Xmas Cards was 

the printing and publishing of Children’s Toy Books.  Here, again, we were faced 

with a strongly competitive field well established by Tuck and other German 

Importers, but we gained an earlier footing by virtue of our strong position, due to 

our Photochrome Colour process, and started a range of 6d. and 3d. Nature Books, 

dealing with such subjects as the Farmyard, The Zoo and Railway Trains etc., with 

Coloured Photographs, in Picture Book form.  These sold consistently for many 

years, and our lines of publication were designed to escape direct competition with  

the German Publications by special design or other novelty features.  Our range of 

2d. Cut-out Books; for instance, grew into an extensive one, and sold in large 

quantities for many years Our 6d, Moonlight Manor Books illustrated by the 

Bowleys, Lawson Wood and other good Artists, also had a considerable success.  

In conjunction with Andersons of Edinburgh, who did the binding, we issued a 

number of Birthday Books which enjoyed a large sale, as also did a series of 

illustrated Song Books.  In 1912 we first issued our first Children’s Annual, which 

although well produced, did not meet with an encouraging sale, and this 

experience along with a similar one in connection with The Shire series of 

illustrated Books of the various Counties, brought home the fact that our 

connection was mainly with the Stationers throughout the country, and not with 

the Booksellers, who were the principal Distributors of this type of book. 

 

Prior to the outbreak of war, we sought to meet the increasing intensity of German 

competition by novelty of ideas and designs, and patented one or two Toy Book 

Novelties, such as the Cut-Out Dolly Books and Rocker Books, which after war 

broke out and German Toys were cut off became the forerunners of an extensive 

trade in what we called Book Toys. 

 

I will deal with the War period as a whole, and meantime complete the outline of 

the Firm’s affairs up to 1914. 

 

The capital of the Company was reconstructed in 1907, with a view to getting 

additional capital to deal with our growing trade and the necessary Factory 

extension.  This was carried out by the Company’s Solicitor, George Brodie Paul, 

and proved a bad bargain for the Firm.  The flotation was underwritten by Paul 

himself at a commission of 10% and after deduction of this commission, the 

resulting increase of capital was very small, while the connection of Paul with the 

affairs of the Company injured the Company’s reputation with the local investing 



public, as we found he was distrusted and disliked in financial circles in Dundee.  

He, however had been of considerable service to the Firm in other connections.  In 

particular he gave me valuable help in securing the contract for the Postcard 

Concession at the White City in 1907, and later for the Brussels Exhibition in 

1910.  The Concession at the White City was a huge success and very large sales, 

over £20,000 resulted.  The Brussels Exhibition started well and was developing 

on lines which promised equal success, when, at the height of the season a 

disastrous fire ruined its prospects, resulting in loss to us of over £2000. 

 

Around this period the Firm was confronted with many difficulties, chief amongst 

which was the growing intensity of German competition.  Another was the loss of 

our large output to America, through the Kinlay [sic; in error for McKinlay] 

Tariff, and followed shortly after by the sudden and totally unexpected financial 

slump in Canada in 1913.  We had been expanding our business there, and had 

laid in good stocks, in particular opening up new ground in the Middle West and 

British Columbia, where we had recently opened an Office.  The effect of the 

slump was both sudden and calamitous; stocks became frozen and the Valentine & 

Son Publishing Co. found itself unable to meet its bills as they fell due.  In 

consequence, our over draft for the first time ran to over £20,000, and the Bank of 

Scotland insisted on the Directors personally guaranteeing and pledging assets up 

to £10,000. 

 

The loss of American Trade and the reduction in our Canadian trade, with our 

increased Factory to provide for, gave us considerable concern.  It is difficult to do 

justice to the Heart-breaking experience the Firm suffered during the period 1910–

1914.  As a Firm specialising in a trade the Germans looked on as peculiarly their 

own, and as the only large Firm outside Germany able to compete against them, 

we were marked down for destruction by the Associated German Printers, who 

planned by deliberately under-quoting us, to eventually close us down.  We 

continued to hold a fair amount of trade by virtue of the convenience to our 

customers of our system of holding stocks, but to counter this, the Germans 

developed a system of creating and subsidising numerous small Wholesalers 

throughout the country, who held and distributed Local View Stocks, and thus cut 

into the position we held against them for so long.  Working in a Free Trade 

Country under such conditions, was maddening.  While we were losing ground in 

our Home market, prior to the imposition of the American tariff we were beating 

the Germans out of the American market, on the quality of our Colour Cards; and 

on price.  I understand the reason being that the cartel of German Printers, while 

willing to lose money temporarily to gain the British market and close us down, 



were not willing to do so in America, with the overhanging fear of a tariff shutting 

them out any day. 

 

To help to fill the gap in our Factory position caused by the loss of our American 

trade, we started a Branch Office in Australia, and in 1912 we received a visit 

from Mr. Heath from Cape Town, which lead to our acquiring his South American 

business, a connection which has proved of the greatest importance to the Firm up 

to the present day. 

 

In 1912, for reasons of economy, we decided to do away with the system of 

holding stocks in the various Branch Offices throughout the country, and with the 

exception of our London Office, withdrew the stocks to our Warehouse in Dundee, 

and closed the Branches: at the same time we started the present system of Stock 

Control Cards, to govern the centralised stock. 

 

In 1913, Mr. E. H. Harrison, Manager of our London Office, was appointed Sales 

Manager for the Firm.  Prior to that sales had been controlled from Dundee, and 

the various selling Branches were worked under individual Profit & Loss 

Accounts; each ground credited with its sales, and debited with the Factory cost of 

goods, and all the selling and operating expenses, the Branch Manager receiving a 

commission on profits shown on his Branch.  The intention of this was good, but it 

failed to produce the incentive we hoped for largely, I think, because of the time 

lag between effort and result, which only became displayed after the annual 

stocktaking. 

 

The foregoing covers, I think, the main happenings in the Firm up to the outbreak 

of war in 1914.  In that year we met the height of the intense competition from 

Germany to the extent that recognising the hopelessness of competing with it and 

maintaining our proud slogan ‘British Manufacture Throughout’, we were 

preparing to haul down our flag, and began to enter into negotiations with a view 

to buying from Germany.  Our profits which had been running about £9,000 to 

£10,000 a year since 1907 dropped to £4000 in 1914 and our Ordinary Dividend 

was cut to 2½% It seemed hopeless to us to continue without any Government 

protection, a fight against the subsidised competition of Germany; and the 

speeches of the Liberal Statesmen continued to declare the virtues of Free Trade in 

a way maddening to all who had to bear the brunt of this unfair competition.  The 

outbreak of war in August 1914, however, solved that problem for a good many 

years, but confronted the firm with very serious new ones.  The first blow was the 

imposition of a ban on Picture Postcards, as providing a means of conveying 



information to the enemy.  This created chaos in the Postcard trade, until the 

foolishness of the ban was exposed and became lifted in the following year, except 

in the case of such places as Naval Bases. 

 

But it had the effect of immobilising our main stock line with serious financial 

repercussions.  My Brother Alastair Valentine, was on the Officer Reserve of the 

Black Watch, and was called up shortly after the outbreak of war, and I, therefore, 

lost the advantage of his help in dealing with the position that arose.  Owing to the 

slump in Canada and the tying up of our assets there, we started the war period 

with a high bank overdraft: the only saving grace was the moratorium, which gave 

us some breathing time to make re-adjustments in our position. 

 

Although we had worked for years to build up a position making us less dependent 

on the Postcard trade, we had, at the outbreak of war only reached a point in which 

our General Publishing formed one fifth of our overturn, about £20,000 out of a 

total of over £100,000.  The ban on Postcards, therefore, left us with a very big 

gap to fill, which was not made easier in the Autumn of 1914 by a decision of the 

Public not to send private Xmas Cards.  We had been encouraged to increase our 

issue of Books to 2,000 that year, and therefore, had a further tying up of dormant 

stocks in these, as well as in Postcards.  We were forced to find new avenues of 

trade, and started with considerable success lines which were in request by the 

troops; a large range of Games, such as Snakes and Ladders, and a number of 

ingenious puzzles which had a large sale.  An extensive range of patriotic Xmas 

Cards helped to fill the gap created by the loss of Private Greeting Cards, and 

Patriotic Postcards also had a good sale. 

 

With the opening of the year 1915, and the receipt of the Trading Results of our 

various Colonial Branches, the position of the firm looked very black indeed.  

With the exception of Cape Town, the other Branches experienced stagnant trade, 

and showed heavy losses on the year’s trading, and I had to face the fact that in 

struggling to reinstate the Home business, we had not only to face a trading loss of 

over £7,000 on our Home 1914 trading, but what amounted to the tying up of the 

bulk of our working capital in our Colonial branches, and the probable loss of a 

large part of it. 

 

With our overdraft at its peak point, due to the tying up of our resources in 

Canada, through the slump there which preceded the war, a very difficult problem 

lay before us, in attempting to finance the recovery of the Firm.  We had not the 

accurate accountancy system we have since developed to guide me in analysing 



the position, but in the spring of 1915, while studying such figures of the business 

as were available, I was struck by the similarity of certain figures at given periods, 

and found that the law of average seemed to afford a means of forecasting the 

future, and with Mr. Cuthill’s help, we worked out the forecasting system, which 

we found invaluable for many years.  I took these monthly forecasts to the Bank of 

Scotland Manager, and they proved invaluable in gaining his confidence and 

support.   

 

The Trading Results for 1915 again showed another heavy loss of over £7,000, but 

the developments in trade were much more hopeful, and with German competition 

now removed, there seemed to be growing prospects of development in many 

directions.  I held a meeting with the Directors and secured agreement which was 

also confirmed by the family interests, that to conserve capital to finance the 

opportunities lying before the Firm, we should forego the question of Dividends 

during the war, and apply the money to the development and widening of the 

general Publishing lines. 

 

During 1915, the ban on Postcards became relaxed, and we began to do increasing 

Postcard business, but in addition, we developed a large trade in our Book Toy 

type of Children’s Books, owing to the shortage of Children’s toys, and we also 

were fortunate in creating a range of Novelties, which enjoyed an immediate 

success, catering for a new trade which had developed since the war.  The 

Calendar Trade, which hitherto had been confined to Tradesmen’s Calendars, but 

now had become a Stationery Trade line for the first time.  Both in the Toy Books 

and Calendars, we were fortunate in having the collaboration of Mabel Lucie 

Attwell, who had recently achieved a wide popularity through her clever weekly 

Colour pages in the ‘Sketch’, and with her help a number of striking novelties 

were produced both in Book Toy form and Calendars.  We evolved and patented a 

number of these, in particular our Wooden Base Calendars with cut-out figures, 

won us a leading position in the new Calendar trade.  In addition the public began 

to show an interest in some Attwell Postcards we published about this time, and 

these quickly developed into a craze, which we have had the benefit of up to the 

present day. 

 

Towards the latter part of 1915, although we showed a loss for the year, we had 

the encouragement of growing sales in the new developments, as well as in 

Postcards and Xmas Cards, and by 1916 had the satisfaction of regaining the profit 

making level, with a profit of over £4,000, to be followed by £6,600 in 1917 and 

£14,300 in 1918. 



 

Trading conditions from the end of 1915 up to the end of the war in 1918 worked 

increasingly in our favour, and enabled us to establish a much stronger foothold in 

general publishing.  These efforts, however became more and more curtailed by 

the growing shortage of labour as the war proceeded, especially of girl labour and 

at one point we had to decide between dropping either our Calendar or Xmas Card 

trade, as we had not enough labour to deal with both.  The Calendar trade, backed 

by our large range of novelties, was creating such a strong position, that we 

decided to temporarily drop Xmas Cards.  Towards the end of the war paper and 

board shortage also became acute. 

 

Between 1914 and 1918 I had a very serious problem on my hands, due to the 

effect of the war on our Colonial Branches.  These were almost entirely dependent 

on the Postcard Trade, and the outbreak of war dealt them a heavy blow.  The only 

exception was our Cape Town branch.  On investigation this proved to be due to 

the fact that it was dealing in general merchandise, as well as Postcards, and I 

approached Mr. Heath who managed the branch, with a proposal that he should 

come to Dundee and supervise the transformation of the Canadian and Australian 

Branches on similar lines of carrying general merchandise.  He fortunately agreed 

to my proposal, and after visiting our Australian Branches came to Dundee with 

his family, and then visited our Canadian branches.  This had a very beneficial 

effect, and enabled us to save some part of the interests involved, and both I and 

the firm have every reason for gratitude to Mr. Heath, that he undertook this work, 

which involved many voyages involving serious risk from submarines.  A great 

deal of money was lost over the various branches, but the main thing achieved, 

was that they were preserved as active Agencies for our goods.  Eventually they 

were disposed of to the Managers of the various branches, who continued to act as 

our Agents. 
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